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           “ Boundaries are only imaginary lines that divide us”  
         Friday, 11th July, 2014 

“In my film I have attempted to capture how my hometown has transformed through the 

years; socially, economically and politically” said Wanphrang Diengdoh introducing his film 

“Where the clouds end”, which was exclusively screened at The International Centre Goa, 

Donapaula recently.  He elaborated “ I grew up in Shillong and the town has shaped a large 

part of my identity and we have to realise that boundaries are only imaginary lines that 

further divide people”. This is Diengdoh's third film about cultural and political issues of 

Meghalaya's capital city. 

 'Where the clouds end' is  a 52 minute documentary that describes the idea and concept of 

borders and identity. “Meghalaya means the abode of clouds. At the foot of the Khasi Hills 

lies the present border will Bangladesh. I like the analogy of the clouds defying these borders 

and moving across from one place to another” said Diengdoh, describing why he chose the 

title.  The film illustrates the Khasis' struggle to claim an authentic ethnicity, racial purity and 

right to land. It challenges stereotypical notions portrayed by the media  that  threaten 

traditions, social structures and moral values. In the film, Diengdoh explores how indigenous 

faiths defy historical and political ideologies. He has intelligently used archive material, 

sound recordings and photographs to put important points across. 

“ Although the film is about Shillong, it has  appealed to audiences across the country, as the 

issues that oppress ethnic identities are universal and people immediately relate to them” he 

explained during the interactive session that followed .  

The film was completed in January, 2014 been screened in academic and independent venues 

across India and abroad, including Jawarharlal Nehru University (New Delhi), Jamia Milia 

Islamia University (New Delhi), The India Habitat Centre (New Delhi) and also  University 

of Cambridge, UK . This year, the film will feature at international film festivals across Asia 

and Europe. 

For further information about ICG programmes, log onto: www.internationalcentregoa.com 

 

 

 


